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Abstract 

 

Smartphone is not just an electronic gadget. It has become technical assistant. Smartphone has affected almost all areas of human 

life. The main areas are education, health, business and social life and other. This paper shows some applications of  Smartphone 

in different areas. As an application of Smartphone, one experiment was performed, where noise pollution level at different areas 

of Jodhpur city was measured by Smartphone.          
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today’s mobile phones are not just talking/calling device. They have become one of the main accessories of human beings. 

Smart phones have become technical assistant. Apart from calling and receiving a phone call, it provides  many daily life 

facilities such as time/date, alarms, reminder notes, weather update, calculator, stock updates, booking tickets, online banking, 

money transfer, messaging Apps( like WhatsApp, Line, Viber, Telegram etc) .   

Smartphones are being easily used by people , even though they never used a computer. They are using WhatsApp, Facebook 

etc very easily on smartphones. From 1990 to 2011, worldwide mobile phone subscriptions grew from 12.4 million to over 6 

billion, penetrating about 87% of the global population [1]. 

Next section discusses  the applications of Smartphone in different areas and III shows Experiment and discussions. 

II. APPLICATIONS OF SMARTPHONE  

This section discusses the different applications areas of Smartphone. The main areas covered in this paper are  business, 

education and health.  

 Business  A.

From 1990 to 2011, worldwide mobile phone subscriptions grew from 12.4 million to over 6 billion, penetrating about 87% of 

the global population [1]. By the end of 2015 the number of mobile handsets will be more than the world’s population. This 

drastic increase of Smartphone’s user creates new opportunities in business/market to invest in Smartphone applications 

development and related areas. 

Smartphone has become easy and effective way for advertising. Smartphone App developers, publishers, distributors and 

service providers are receiving large revenue by providing ads as a part of mobile application [3]. 

Smartphone users are connected to the world via Internet. They are using emails, websites, you tube, Google map, navigations, 

online games. This creates opportunity for Mobile operators and third party companies for doing business by providing internet 

services and data plans.   

 Education  B.

Education is not confined inside the four walls of the classroom. Use of Smartphone has made it available anywhere i.e. whether  

In a garden, in a home, at bus station etc. by just touch and swipe of a finger make academic resources available to the user.  

Smartphone and Internet have become an essential part of every student’s life. The smartphone can be used as a video tutor or  

distance education.  

A student/teacher can search, create notes, take notes, transfer and share notes online easily using Smartphone. Smartphone’s 

camera is also useful in several ways. Students can just take pictures of what the teacher writes on the board instead of copying 

the information in their notebooks. Students can then pay more attention to what the teacher is saying. Students can also record 

the discussion, so that they can re-listen to the lecture later. Smartphone can be used as both learning and teaching tool. 

 Smartphone as Learning Tools 1)

Smartphone can be used as a very good learning tool. Many educational Apps are freely available [5]. The  following  are  some    

Apps and tools which can be used for studying; 

1) Team Viewer - If a student forgets an assignment on their computer at home they can use this app to control their Home 

computer. Whether it is Windows, Mac or Linux computer. 

2) Dropbox or Google Drive - It is very important for students to have their files synced across all their devices. Using 

Dropbox or Google Drive on their Smartphone, students can rest assured that their files will always be available. 
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3) Recordroid - Students can use Recordroid to create audio recording notes. Files created will be sent to their desktop 

computer via e-mail, so they can review what the teacher said at home. 

4) myHomework - This app lists the deadlines for homework. It also tracks the difficulty level of assignments, so students can 

do the easier ones first. 

5) Dictionary.com (HIND KHOJ)- Some dictionaries are too thick to carry. The smaller ones are not even complete. Download 

the Dictionary.com app and a student can have about 2 million words available with just a swipe of a finger. 

6) Instapaper - If a student finds something very useful on the Internet but doesn’t have the time to read it now they can get 

Instapaper. This app turns any webpage into readable offline content, so students can read it later, even without an Internet 

connection. 

 Smartphone as Teaching Tools 2)

Smartphone can be used as powerful teaching tool. The following are some Apps [5] and tools which can be used for teaching; 

1) Dropbox - This app is great for distributing information. Teachers can tell their students to make Dropbox accounts and 

create class-shared folders so that students can just submit their essays and projects from their computers or smartphones. 

Dropbox can save teachers time and paper. 

2) 2. Personal Assistant - This can help organize thoughts, make a to-do list, and prepare a lesson plan. 

3) 3. Attendance Countdown - If teachers want to track students’ attendance, they can just download   Attendance Count 

down. It offers a countdown board and a calendar. This app also helps teachers to keep on track with   their curriculum. 

4) 4. TeacherKit - This app turns a teacher’s phone into a full-fledged personal digital assistant. It can record the grades of 

students, rank the students according to their grades, keep track of their attendance, and anything else a teacher needs. Teach 

 Health/ Healthcare C.

A study by [2] shows that almost half of the all pharmacists are using Smartphone for their professional purpose and keeping 

healthcare related records/information as shown in the figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Use of Smart phone in Health Sector 

Smartphone are used by both the medical professionals and patients. On the patients side, Smartphone can be easily used to 

measure blood pressure, sugar level even ECG Apps are also available where  The apps’ data can be immediately analyzed, 

graphed, displayed on-screen updated with new measurements, stored and shared. 

For healthcare workers many Smartphone apps are available to get specific information in areas of radiology, neurology, 

physiology, pediatrics, and continuing medical activities easily [4]. 

III. EXPERIMENT 

 

Noise pollution level at different places of Jodhpur city was measured using Smartphone (Samsung GT-I8262). To record noise 

pollution level Sound Meter App was used. Readings were taken for five days at peak hours at different places as shown in Table 

I. 
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Table – 1 

 Noise Pollution Level Recorded At Different Places 

Day/Place Paota Sojati -Gate Jalori-Get 

Day-01 83 90 86 

Day-02 85 93 88 

Day-03 86 92 87 

Day-04 84 93 88 

Day-05 82 92 86 

Avg Value 84dB 92dB 87dB 

 

 
Fig. 1: Pollution Level Measured at Paota 

 
Fig. 2: Pollution Level Measured at Sojati-Gate 

 
Fig. 3: Pollution Level Measured at Jalori-Gate 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Smartphone is not just calling or messaging device. Bunch of Apps make it really smart. Using just one Handset, noise pollution 

level at different places of Jodhpur city were measured. Data from Table I, shows that Sojati-Gate is the most noise Polluted 

place of the Jodhpur City. These data can be analyzed by the District Administration and some concrete steps may be taken to 

reduce noise pollution by making some alternate traffic paths. As noise pollution of 92 dB level is really very high and dangerous 

for the people who constantly remain in that environment. 
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